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From: Hartman, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 11:33 AM
To: Haas, Steve <sthaas@pa.gov>
Cc: 'Kimberly Krupka' <KKrupka@grossmcginley.com>
Subject: Motion to Compel C-2019-3008272
 
Your Honor,
 
On November 10, 2020, PPL furnished Objections and Limited Answers to our second set of Interrogatories dated June 2, 2020, attached.
 
Please accept this email as a Motion to Compel PPL to gather answers to the Interrogatories directed to Jonathan Scott, Kimberly Nettles and Robin Last Name Unknown (LNU), each an
agent of PPL, from Scott, Nettles and Robin LNU.
 
Also, please compel PPL to furnish contact information to us for Kimberly Nettles, whom reportedly left PPL, and identify Robin LNU.
 
PPL has directed each, along with all other known and unknown contractors and subcontractors, not to discuss this matter with us.  It is noted that PPL, to date, has refused our repeated
informal and formal requests to identify the PPL contractors and subcontractors that excavated our property and removed vegetation, topsoil and mountain stone, on and off the ROW,
in contradiction to the terms and spirit of the ROW Agreement and the E & S Plan filed with DCCD.
 
Furthermore, PPL has failed to Answer our First set of Interrogatories dated May 12, 2020, and failed to match/identify its Document Production material to our individual requests.
 
Sincerely yours,
 
Sharon and Michael Hartman
 
PPL’s Objection:
 

mailto:MCHartman@uspis.gov
mailto:angelgah@comcast.net



BEFORE THE PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 


 
 


MICHAEL HARTMAN and SHARON 


HARTMAN, 


 


    Complainants, 


 v. 


 


PPL ELECTRIC UTILITIES CORP., 


 


    Respondent. 


 


 


No. C-2019-3008272 


 


RESPONDENT’S OBJECTIONS AND ANSWERS TO COMPLAINANTS’  


SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES 


 


Respondent PPL Electric Utilities Corporation (“Respondent”), by and through its counsel, 


Gross McGinley, LLP, responds to Complainants’ Second Set of Interrogatories as follows: 


GENERAL OBJECTIONS 


1.    Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that it calls 


for information covered by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrine, or any 


other applicable privilege or doctrine, including, without limitation, documents developed 


for, or in anticipation, of litigation or which constitute the work product of counsel or reflect 


confidential attorney-client communications, and no such information and documents will 


be produced. By producing information in response to Complainants’ Interrogatories, 


Respondent does not waive, intentionally or otherwise, its attorney-client privilege, work 


product protection or any other privilege protecting its communications, transactions or 


records from disclosure, and any production of documents or information inconsistent with 


the foregoing is wholly inadvertent and does not constitute a waiver of any such privilege or 


protection. 







2. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that it 


purports to impose obligations beyond those set forth in the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil 


Procedure, the Pennsylvania Code, or as provided in any other applicable court rule or 


order. 


3. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that it seeks 


information concerning times and locations not at issue in this litigation and information 


well beyond the subject of Complainants’ claims. 


4. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that 


Complainants have in their possession, custody and control some of the documents and 


information that Complainants have requested herein. 


5. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory on the grounds that it has 


not concluded discovery, investigation or analysis of all the facts of this case and has not 


completed preparation for trial. Accordingly, each of the following responses are provided 


without prejudice to Respondent’s right to introduce at trial any evidence that is 


subsequently discovered relating to proof of presently known facts and to produce and 


introduce all evidence whenever discovered related to the proof of subsequently discovered 


material facts in this action and expressly reserves the right to amend or supplement these 


responses. Respondent reserves the right to reference, discover or offer into evidence at the 


time of trial any and all facts, documents and things notwithstanding the initial responses 


and objections interposed herein. Respondent further reserves the right to reference, 


discover or offer into evidence at the time of trial any and all facts, documents, and things 


which are not presently recalled but may be recalled at some time in the future. 







6. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that it seeks 


information that is not relevant to the subject matter of this case. 


7. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that it is not 


reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 


8. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that it is 


overly broad, vague, ambiguous, unduly burdensome and oppressive. 


9. Respondent objects to each and every Interrogatory to the extent that it seeks 


information that is not within its possession, custody or control. 


10. Respondent objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it calls for expert 


testimony or materials other than as allowed under the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil 


Procedure and/or the Pennsylvania Code. 


11. Respondent objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it is unreasonably 


cumulative or duplicative, or is obtainable from another source that is more convenient, less 


burdensome, or less expensive.  


12. Respondent objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it has previously 


produced to Complainants the documents requested herein.  


13. In responding to each and every Interrogatory, Respondent does not waive, 


and intends to preserve, and is preserving: 


(a) All objections as to competency, relevancy, materiality, privilege, and 


admissibility; 


(b) All rights to object on any grounds to the use of the responses herein in 


any subsequent proceeding, including the trial of this or any other action;  


(c) All objections as to vagueness and ambiguity; and 







(d) The right to object on any ground at any time to a demand for further 


response to this or any other discovery request or other discovery procedure involving or 


relating to the subject matter of these discovery requests. 


14. Respondent incorporates by reference each of these General Objections into 


each of the following Specific Objections and Responses. 


SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS AND ANSWERS 


1. Identify the names and current address of all individuals who participated in 


answering the within Interrogatories, and identify any documents used in the preparation of the 


answers to any of the Interrogatories. Please consider this a request to produce any and all 


documents relative to this Interrogatory. 


 


ANSWER:   Michael J. Shafer, PPL Services Corporation, Office of General Counsel 


and Kimberly G. Krupka, Counsel participated in the Answering of these Interrogatories.  


PPL Electric objects to the identification of all documents reviewed in preparation of such 


responses as protected by the Attorney Client Privilege and Attorney Work Product.  


Without waiving said objection, see PPL/Hartman Bates 00001 – 00134, as previously 


provided.  


 


2. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent 's 


alleged right to construct a foreign material roadway on the Complainant’s property. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  Respondent, PPL Electric, 


further responds that all work performed within the easement was consistent with the rights 


conveyed through the written easement.   


 


3. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to alter the slope and contour of the Complainant's property. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 







theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  Respondent, PPL Electric, 


further responds that all work performed within the easement was consistent with the rights 


conveyed through the written easement. 


 


 


4. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to alter the slope and contour of the Complainant's property in a manner that denies 


the Complainant pre-existing access to the Complainant's property and neighboring property to 


include the obliteration of an existing logging road. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  Respondent, PPL Electric, 


further responds that all work performed within the easement was consistent with the rights 


conveyed through the written easement and PPL Electric denies that the work performed 


denied Complainant of the ability to access his property. 


 


5. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to construct and maintain a permanent foreign material roadway on the Complainant's 


property. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  Respondent, PPL Electric, 


further responds that all work performed within the easement was consistent with the rights 


conveyed through the written easement, and that such easement includes the right to install 


an access roadway. 


 


6. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to construct and maintain a permanent foreign material roadway on the Complainant's 


property that prevents the return of native vegetation. 


 







ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


Answering Respondents deny that native vegetation will return.  In further answer, PPL 


Electric is actively engaged in revegetation of the property. 


 


7. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to excavate, destroy vegetation, and remove topsoil and mountain stone from the 


Complainant's property to construct crane pads situated primarily on neighboring property. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric denies that any significant topsoil was removed from Complainant’s property 


and placed on a neighboring property. 


 


8. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to trespass, excavate, destroy vegetation, and remove topsoil and mountain stone 


outside of the Limit of Disturbance on the Complainant's private property outside of the Right of 


Way. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


any allegations of trespass are conclusions of law to which no response is required.  By 


way of still further response, PPL Electric denies that it engaged in legal trespass or 


removed any significant topsoil and/or mountain stone from Complainant’s property for 


placement on a neighboring property.  


 


 


9. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement and E & S Plans filed with the Dauphin 


County Conservation District in this matter, please identify, produce and summarize the legal 







precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's alleged right to construct a 


roadway on Complainant's property at a location other than the location depicted in the E & S 


Plans. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric denied that it has altered its construction in a manner that violates the E & S 


Plans. 


 


10. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement and E & S Plans filed with the Dauphin 


County Conservation District in this matter, please identify, produce and summarize the legal 


precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's alleged right to excavate, 


destroy vegetation, and remove topsoil and mountain stone outside of the disturbance area depicted 


in the E &  S Plans. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric denies that any significant topsoil and/or mountain stone was removed from 


the disturbance area depicted on the E & S Plans. 


 


11. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to apply inconsistent and varying restoration and re vegetation standards to National 


Park Service and the Complainant's property. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric denies that any agreement or requirements relative to the NPS lands apply to 


Complainant’s property.  Rather, Respondent PPL Electric is required to comply with the 


requirements of the Right of Way Agreement as it relates to Complainant’s property, and 







work on third party properties do not alter the terms of the Parties’ Right of Way 


Agreement. 


 


12. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to apply inconsistent and varying restoration and re vegetation standards to National 


Park Service and the Complainant's property given the fact that both properties are enveloped in 


the same Right of Way agreement or agreements that are nearly identical in form and content. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric denies that the Agreements between it and NPS are identical to or nearly 


identical to the Agreement between Complainant and PPL Electric.  


 


13. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to replace native vegetation, to include autumn olive, azalea, blackberry, blueberry, 


ferns, grasses and honeysuckles with a grass seed mixture that appears to consist mostly of rye 


grass. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


the rights and obligations of the Right of Way between the parties does not require PPL 


Electric to revegetate with the same native grasses and plants removed during construction.  


Rather, PPL Electric, through the revegetation process, has been and will continue to use 


standard grasses.  Moreover, native plants are believed to repopulate. 


 


14. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent’s 


alleged right to remove topsoil and cover the Complainant's property with subsoil that is unlikely 


to support vegetation. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 







theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric is required to obtain 70% revegetation in order to close its permits and 


complete the project.  PPL Electric will continue to re-vegetate until all requirements of 


the State and County are fulfilled. 


 


15. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to scatter and leave behind large quantities of commercial stone throughout the 


Complainant's property. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric is required to obtain 70% revegetation in order to close its permits and 


complete the project.  PPL Electric will continue to re-vegetate until all requirements of 


the State and County are fulfilled.  However, the Right of Way Agreement does permit 


PPL Electric to maintain the access road, which does include a stoned area. [Should we 


also pushback on his use of the term “commercial stone”.  I’m not sure what that is, and I 


don’t think it is a commonly used industry term.] 


 


16. Consistent with the Right of Way agreement in this matter, please identify, produce 


and summarize the legal precedent or authority Respondent relies upon to defend Respondent's 


alleged right to scatter and leave behind trash and waste to include but not be limited to cigarette 


butts, coffee cups and lids, plastic containers, water and juice bottles, string, and damaged wood 


products throughout the Complainant's property. 


 


ANSWER. Objection.  Pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.3, 


discovery shall not include disclosure of the mental impressions of a party’s attorney or his 


or her conclusions, opinions, memoranda, notes of summaries, legal research or legal 


theories.  Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1 does not permit Complainant to 


require production of legal research through discovery.  Without waiving said objection, 


see PPL/Hartman Bates 00072-00081 as previously provided.  By way of further response, 


PPL Electric believes, and therefore responds, that all trash has been removed from the 


project area by PPL Electric. 


 


INTERROGATORIES for Jonathan Scott, Kimberly Nettles and Robin LNU. Robin LNU 


accompanied Jonathan Scott and Mike Bush during an April 25, 2019 meeting at the site of 


the dispute. 







Objection.  These Interrogatories are directed to individuals who are not parties to the instant 


litigation.  A party cannot be compelled to answer interrogatories on behalf of a non-party or 


produce documents in the hands of a non-party.  See Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1.  


See also Rohm and Haas Co. v. Lin, 992 A.2d 132 (Pa. Super. 2010).  Without waiving said 


objection, Respondent PPL Electric will answer such interrogatories to the extent such information 


is known by Respondent, PPL Electric. 


1. Identify the names and current address of all individuals who participated in 


answering the within Interrogatories, and identify any documents used in the preparation of the 


answer to any of the Interrogatories. Please consider this a request to produce any and all 


documents relative to this Interrogatory. 


 


ANSWER: -  Michael J. Shafer, PPL Services Corporation, Office of General Counsel 


and Kimberly G. Krupka, Counsel participated in the Answering of these Interrogatories.  


PPL Electric objects to the identification of all documents reviewed in preparation of such 


responses as protected by the Attorney Client Privilege and Attorney Work Product.  


Without waiving said objection, see PPL/Hartman Bates 00001 – 00134, as previously 


provided. 


 


2. Please identify your position title, and length of employment at PPL as an employee 


or contractor. 


 


ANSWER – See response to Interrogatory No. 1. This Interrogatory is directed to 


individuals who are not parties to the instant litigation.  A party cannot be compelled to 


answer interrogatories on behalf of a non-party or produce documents in the hands of a 


non-party.  See Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.1.  See also Rohm and Haas 


Co. v. Lin, 992 A.2d 132 (Pa. Super. 2010).  Without waiving said objection, see response 


to interrogatory No. 1. 


 


3. Please identify your education, training and experience associated with land and 


vegetation conservation practices, and PPL restoration policy and procedures. 


 


ANSWER –This Interrogatory is directed to individuals who are not parties to the instant 


litigation.  A party cannot be compelled to answer interrogatories on behalf of a non-party 


or produce documents in the hands of a non-party.  See Pennsylvania Rule of Civil 


Procedure 4003.1.  See also Rohm and Haas Co. v. Lin, 992 A.2d 132 (Pa. Super. 2010).  


Without waiving said objection, see response to interrogatory No. 1.  


 


4. Your attention is invited to The Revised January 5, 2018 Erosion and Sediment 


Control/Restoration Plan for the Halifax-Dauphin 69KV Transmission Rebuild, particularly the 


third paragraph in Section 1.3 on page 1-2 as follows: “Following construction, most sections of 


the access routes will be covered with site and/or clean fill soils and re-vegetated with permanent 


seeding as indicated in the E & S Plans. Some areas of roadways may remain in improved condition 


depending on the preference of each specific property owner.” 







 


ANSWER – As Interrogatory No. 4 does not include a question, no response is required. 


 


5. Did you or to your knowledge anyone representing PPL ever ask the Complainant 


for the Complainant's preference relative the re-vegetation of the roadway constructed on the 


Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – Respondent, PPL Electric, is without knowledge of any specific conversation 


between Complainant and PPL Electric, or a representative of PPL Electric, relative to 


Complainant’s preference relative to re-vegetation of the Roadway.  Respondent is aware 


of a representative working with Complainant relative to the locating and moving of a large 


rock/mini boulder that had been within the roadway.  By way of further response, PPL 


Electric is unaware of anyone asking Complainant his preference for removal of the access 


road, however, such conversation would be unlikely as PPL Electric had planned to retain 


the access road. 


 


6. Did you or to your knowledge anyone representing PPL ever advise the 


Complainant that PPL would not re-vegetate the roadway constructed on the Complainant's 


property? 


 


ANSWER – Respondent, PPL Electric, is without knowledge of any specific conversation 


between Complainant and PPL Electric, or a representative of PPL Electric, relative to re-


vegetation of the roadway.  To the extent such question implies that PPL Electric has a 


legal obligation to re-vegetate the roadway, such implication is denied.  Notwithstanding, 


PPL Electric did not intent to remove the access roadway, so any conversation relative to 


revegetation of the same is unknown to PPL Electric. 


 


7. Were you aware that the Complainant requested that PPL remove the commercial 


stone and re-vegetate the roadway constructed on the Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – Respondent, PPL Electric, is aware of such request.  Denied that PPL Electric 


has a legal obligation to remove any commercial stone and/or re-vegetate the roadway 


constructed on the Complainant’s Property. 


 


8. Did PPL remove the commercial stone and re-vegetate the roadway constructed on 


the Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – No. 


 


9. Do you believe that PPL should honor the Complainant’s wishes and remove the 


commercial stone from the roadway and re-vegetate the roadway as requested by the complainant? 


 







ANSWER – Objection.  Answering Respondent’s personal beliefs as to honoring 


Complainant’s wishes is irrelevant and not likely to lead to the discovery of any admissible 


evidence.  Without waiving said objection, denied that PPL Electric has a legal obligation 


to remove any commercial stone and/or re-vegetate the roadway constructed on the 


Complainant’s Property. 


 


10. Why or why not? 


 


ANSWER – See response to Interrogatory No. 9. 


 


11. When, how and from whom did you become aware that PPL and/or a PPL 


contractor or subcontractor excavated the Complainant's property and destroyed vegetation outside 


of the perimeter of the access road and Pole 75 and Pole 76 crane pads? 


 


ANSWER –   Admitted that PPL Electric did engage in land excavation that exceeded the 


perimeter of the right-of-way corridor at one point.  PPL Electric’s rights of ingress and 


egress under the Right of Way Agreement allow PPL Electric to construct and use 


temporary access roads outside of the right-of-way corridor.  In this instance when the 


location of the temporary access road was brought to the attention of a representative of 


PPL Electric, the access road was brought back into the limits of the right-of-way corridor 


as a courtesy to the landowner and despite PPL Electric having no obligation to do so.  By 


way of further response, PPL Electric’s location of temporary and permanent access roads 


on the property were at all times entirely consistent with its rights underthe Right of Way 


Agreement. 


 


12. When, how and from whom did you become aware that PPL and/or a PPL 


contractor or subcontractor removed vegetation, topsoil and mountain stone excavated from the 


Complainant's property outside of the perimeter of the access road and crane pads to construct the 


crane pads? 


 


ANSWER: The proposed construction plan required the removal of vegetation, topsoil 


and stone, so that the removal of the same was anticipated. 


 


13. Did you, or anyone to your knowledge representing PPL, request permission from 


the Complainant to remove vegetation, topsoil and mountain stone from the Complainant's 


property outside of the perimeter of the access road and crane pads to construct the crane pads? 


 


ANSWER - Respondent, PPL Electric, is without knowledge of any specific conversation 


between Complainant and PPL Electric, or a representative of PPL Electric, relative to the 


work performed.  To the extent such question implies that PPL Electric was legally 


prohibited from performing such work, such implication is denied. 


 







14. Who authorized PPL and/or a PPL contractor or subcontractor to remove 


vegetation, topsoil and mountain stone excavated from the Complainant’s property outside of the 


perimeter of the access road and crane pads to construct the crane pads? 


 


ANSWER - The proposed construction plan required the removal of vegetation, topsoil 


and stone, so that the removal of the same was anticipated. 


 


15. Please identify each PPL employee and/or PPL contractor or subcontractor, entity 


and individual that operated the excavation equipment on the Complainant's property. 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  This interrogatory is overly broad and unduly burdensome.  


Without waiving said objection, PPL Electric did use contractors to perform the 


construction work.    


 


16. Who directed the PPL employees and/or PPL contractors or subcontractors that 


operated the excavation equipment on the Complainant's property to remove topsoil, vegetation 


and mountain stone excavated from the Complainant's property outside of the perimeter of the 


access road and crane pads to construct the crane pads? 


 ANSWER - The proposed construction plan required the removal of vegetation, 


topsoil and stone, so that the removal of the same was anticipated  By way of further 


response, while PPL Electric did engage in land excavation that exceeded the perimeter of 


the right-of-way corridor at one point.  PPL Electric’s rights of ingress and egress under 


the Right of Way Agreement allow PPL Electric to construct and use temporary access 


roads outside of the right-of-way corridor.  In this instance when the location of the 


temporary access road was brought to the attention of a representative of PPL Electric, the 


access road was brought back into the limits of the right-of-way corridor as a courtesy to 


the landowner and despite PPL Electric having no obligation to do so.  By way of further 


response, PPL Electric’s location of temporary and permanent access roads on the property 


were at all times entirely consistent with its rights under the Right of Way Agreement. 


 


17. Prior to such excavation did you, or anyone acting on behalf of PPL or PPL 


contractors or subcontractors to your knowledge, identify and inventory the native grasses, plants 


and shrubs located on the area to be excavated to construct the crane pads or the access road? 


 ANSWER – Answering Respondent has no knowledge of such inventory occurring. 


 


18. If so, please identify and list the quantity of native grasses, plants and shrubs located 


on the area that was excavated to construct the crane pads or the access road. 


 


ANSWER – See response to Interrogatory No. 17. 


 


19. Prior to such excavation did you, or anyone acting on behalf of PPL or PPL 


contractors or subcontractors to your knowledge, take any measure to conserve, protect or 







transplant any of the native grasses, plants and shrubs located on the area to be excavated or 


covered by the crane pads? 


 


ANSWER – All work performed by PPL Electric and/or its contractors was performed in 


accordance with the requirements of the Right of Way Agreement and governing laws.  By 


way of further response, once grasses, plants and/or shrubs were removed, they were not 


conserved, protected or transplanted.  


 


20. Prior to such excavation did you, or anyone acting on behalf of PPL or PPL 


contractors or subcontractors to your knowledge, notify the Complainant (Michael and Sharon 


Hartman), verbally or in writing, of PPL's intention to remove topsoil, vegetation and mountain 


stone excavated from the Complainant's property outside of the perimeter of the access road and 


crane pads to construct the crane pads? 


 


ANSWER – Respondent, PPL Electric, notified Complainant of the proposed work to be 


performed.  By way of further response, see PPL-Hartman Bates 00082-00134, as 


previously produced. 


 


21. During excavation and removal of topsoil, vegetation and mountain stone did PPL 


or PPL contractors or subcontractors harm or destroy the native grasses, plants and shrubs 


previously located on the area that was excavated beyond the roadway and crane pads? 


 


 ANSWER – PPL Electric is unaware of any excavation or construction work which 


violated the rights set forth by the Right of Way.  By way of further response, the work 


performed did require the removal of topsoil, vegetation and stone, and some excavation 


beyond the access roadway was necessary in order to access and construct the access road. 


However, it must be noted that PPL Electric’s rights of ingress and egress under the Right 


of Way Agreement allow PPL Electric to construct and use temporary access roads outside 


of the right-of-way corridor.  By way of further response, PPL Electric’s excavation and 


removal of topsoil, vegetation and mountain stone as part of the construction process was 


at all times entirely consistent with its rights under the Right of Way Agreement. 


  


22. During excavation and removal of topsoil, vegetation and mountain stone did PPL 


or PPL contractors or subcontractors harm or destroy the native grasses, plants and shrubs outside 


of the PPL ROW on the Complainant’s private property? 


 ANSWER – PPL Electric is unaware of any excavation or construction work which 


violated the rights set forth by the Right of Way.  By way of further response, the work 


performed did require the removal of topsoil, vegetation and stone.  However, it must be 


noted that PPL Electric’s rights of ingress and egress under the Right of Way Agreement 


allow PPL Electric to construct and use temporary access roads outside of the right-of-way 


corridor.  By way of further response, PPL Electric’s excavation and removal of topsoil, 







vegetation and mountain stone as part of the construction process was at all times entirely 


consistent with its rights under the Right of Way Agreement. 


23. What was the quantity of the vegetation, topsoil and mountain stone harvested from 


the Complainant's property that was used to construct the crane pads for Poles 75 and 76? 


 


ANSWER – Answering Respondent does not have sufficient information to respond to 


this Interrogatory as specific records of the same are not maintained.   


 


24. What was the quantity of the vegetation, topsoil and mountain stone excavated from 


the Complainant's property outside of the PPL ROW to construct the roadway and crane pads? 


 


 ANSWER – Answering Respondent does not have sufficient information to respond to 


this Interrogatory as specific records of the same are not maintained.   


 


25. What is the width, at its greatest point and on average, of the area excavated or 


driven upon by heavy equipment by PPL and or PPL contractors and subcontractors adjacent to 


and including the crane pads for Poles 75 and 76? 


 


ANSWER – Answering Respondent is not in possession of this information.  However, as 


Respondent is the owner of the subject property, the burden on Complainant to examine 


the property and perform measurements is substantially the same as on Respondent, and 


therefore should be performed by Complainant. 


 


26. Prior to excavation of the Complainant's property did PPL employees and/or PPL 


contractors or subcontractors consider using commercially procured and trucked in fill to construct 


the crane pads for Poles 75 and 76? If yes, please identify the individuals involved in those 


discussions and furnish discussion detail. 


 


ANSWER – Answering Respondent is unaware of such considerations. 


 


27. What was the calculated or estimated cost for PPL employees and/or PPL 


contractors or subcontractors to procure, truck-in and place fill to construct the crane pads for Poles 


75 and 76? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric does not maintain records which specify costs in this manner.   


 


28. What was the original diameter, circumference and area, in square feet, for the Pole 


75 and Pole 76 crane pads? 


 







ANSWER – Please see the Erosion and Sediment Control/Restoration Plans for the 


Halifax-Dauphin 69kV Transmission Rebuild Project, Bates 36-65.  PPL Electric believes 


the measurements as built are consistent with the Plans. 


 


29. What was the stone size(s), quantity (total weight) and depth of the commercial 


stone was deposited on the Pole 75 and Pole 76 crane pads? 


 


ANSWER –Please see the Erosion and Sediment Control/Restoration Plans for the 


Halifax-Dauphin 69kV Transmission Rebuild Project, Bates 36-65.  PPL Electric believes 


the measurements as built are consistent with the Plans.? 


 


30. What is the impact of the depth and size of the commercial stone on re-vegetation 


arts, particularly the return and vitality of native plants and shrubs, particularly native blueberries 


and azaleas? 


 


ANSWER – It is the intent that the access road will remain as an access road and 


accordingly it is not anticipated that there will be a full return of vegetation to this area. 


 


31. What was the stone size(s), quantity (total weight) and depth of the commercial 


stone was deposited on the Pole 73 and Pole 74 crane pads? 


 


ANSWER –Please see the Erosion and Sediment Control/Restoration Plans for the 


Halifax-Dauphin 69kV Transmission Rebuild Project, Bates 36-65.  PPL Electric believes 


the measurements as built are consistent with the Plans.. 


 


32. Why did PPL deposit commercial stone on the portion of the Pole 75 and 76 crane 


that was not accessed by a crane to install the poles and wires? 


 


ANSWER –PPL Electric followed customary construction practice with regard to the use 


of commercial stone in the areas of the Poles. 


 


33. Did PPL ensure that topsoil, not a combination of topsoil and subsoil, was used to 


cover the commercial stone on the Pole 75 and Pole 76 crane pads during its remediation effort? 


If yes, how? 


 


ANSWER – Please see the Erosion and Sediment Control/Restoration Plans for the 


Halifax-Dauphin 69kV Transmission Rebuild Project, Bates 36-65.  PPL Electric believes 


the measurements as built are consistent with the Plans.  Specific attention should be taken 


to Bates 37. 


 


34. What was the depth, after settling, of the soil that was used to cover the commercial 


stone on the Pole 75 and Pole 76 crane pads? 


 







ANSWER – PPL Electric is unaware of such measurements existing. 


 


35. Did you represent to the Complainant that PPL would reduce the diameter, 


circumference and area, in square feet, for the Pole 75 and Pole 76 crane pads post installation and 


during the restoration process? 


 


ANSWER – Respondent, PPL Electric is unaware of such representation, if made. 


 


36. Did PPL return the topsoil excavated from the Complainant's property to construct 


the Pole 75 and Pole 76 Crane Pads to the Complainant's property from which it was excavated? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric did not maintain records of whether topsoil was returned to the 


specific area from which it was taken.  As a general principle, soil from one property was 


re-utilized on the same parcel. 


 


37. Did PPL reduce the diameter, circumference and area, in square feet, for the Pole 


75 and Pole 76 crane pads post installation and during the restoration process? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric is unaware of such measurements existing which could confirm 


this statement. 


 


38. What is the current diameter, circumference and area, in square feet, for the Pole 


75 and Pole 76 crane pads? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric is unaware that there are current measurements in its possession 


to answer this interrogatory.  However, the burden on Complainants would be substantially 


the same as upon Respondents to obtain these measurements.  By way of further response, 


Please see the Erosion and Sediment Control/Restoration Plans for the Halifax-Dauphin 


69kV Transmission Rebuild Project, Bates 36-65.  PPL Electric believes the measurements 


as built are consistent with the Plans. 


 


39. Do the Pole 75 and 76 Crane Pads currently represent a material change to the 


original slope of Complainant’s property? 


 ANSWER – No. 


40. Does the current vegetation currently found on the Pole 75 and 76 Crane Pads 


represent a material change in the vegetation originally found on the Complainant's property? 


 ANSWER – No. 


41. What was the original diameter, circumference and area, in square feet, for the Pole 


73 and Pole 74 crane pads? 


 







ANSWER – PPL Electric is unaware of such measurements existing which could confirm 


this statement. 


 


42. What is the current diameter, circumference and area, in square feet, for the Pole 


73 and Pole 74 crane pads on NPS lands? 


 ANSWER - PPL Electric is unaware of such measurements existing which could 


confirm this statement.  By way of further response, Please see the Erosion and Sediment 


Control/Restoration Plans for the Halifax-Dauphin 69kV Transmission Rebuild Project, 


Bates 36-65.  PPL Electric believes the measurements as built are consistent with the Plans. 


 


43. Did PPL return the topsoil excavated from NPS lands to construct the Pole 73 and 


Pole 74 Crane Pads to NPS lands and return NPS land Crane Pads 73 and 74 to their original slope? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


44. Did PPL truck-in topsoil to restore NPS lands and promote re-vegetation? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


45. Did PPL remove commercial stone on the roadway constructed on NPS lands to 


construct the Pole 73 and Pole 74 crane pads? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


46. Does Respondent PPL have current access to conduct maintenance and 


construction activity for Pole 73 and Pole 74? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


47. Did PPL truck-in topsoil to restore the Complainant's property and promote re-


vegetation? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric has engaged in several re-vegetation efforts for Complainant’s 


property.  At this time, PPL Electric is unaware of any topsoil being brought onto 


Complainant’s property.   







 


48. Describe the impact of PPL's failure to return topsoil or truck-in topsoil to all 


excavated areas on the Complainant's property on re-vegetation efforts on the Complainant's 


property. 


 


ANSWER – The condition of Complainant’s property, and status of re-vegetation, can be 


directly observed via Complainant who owns the property.  Accordingly, the burden on 


Respondent to investigate and describe the same is substantially similar as that on 


Complainant to view the property.  By way of further response, PPL Electric intends to 


retain the access road and accordingly complete revegetation of the same is not anticipated. 


 


49. Why didn't PPL truck-in topsoil to restore the Complainant's property and promote 


re-vegetation? 


 


ANSWER –PPL Electric is required to obtain 70% revegetation in order to close its 


permits and complete the project.  PPL Electric will continue to re-vegetate until all 


requirements of the State and County are fulfilled.  However, the Right of Way Agreement 


does permit PPL Electric to maintain the access road, which does include a stoned area. 


 


50. During PPL's restoration effort on the Complainant's property, did PPL make any 


effort to either re-seed native grasses? If yes, please detail how? 


 


ANSWER – Respondent, PPL Electric, has made restoration efforts which includes 


reseeding portions of Complainant’s property.  All reseeding efforts have been in 


compliance with the “seeding and Mulching Specifications” of the Erosion and 


Sedimentation Plan, see Bates 38.. 


 


51. Identify, in detail, the seed mix used to re-vegetate the Complainant's and NPS 


lands disturbed by the construction activity? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric utilized standard industry seed mix for re-vegetation.  By way 


of further response, all reseeding efforts have been in compliance with the “seeding and 


Mulching Specifications” of the Erosion and Sedimentation Plan, see Bates 38. 


 


52. During PPL's restoration effort on the Complainant's property, did PPL make any 


effort to inventory and replace native shrubs and bushes to include autumn olive, azaleas, 


blackberry, blueberry and ferns? If yes, please detail how? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric is unaware of any such specific efforts.  Denied that such efforts 


are required. 


 







53. Did PPL calculate the impact of rain and storm water run-off facilitated by the 


DHARP project on the Complainant's property to include the destruction of lower elevation 


vegetation? 


 


ANSWER – See PPL-Hartman Bates 0001- 00065. 


 


54. Have you visited the Complainant's property since the most recent restoration work 


completed during the week of April 20, 2020? 


 


ANSWER – Yes, PPL Electric employees and/or contractors have been to the property 


since April 20, 2020.  By way of further response, PPL Electric’s employees and/or 


contractors attempted re-vegetation efforts in September 2020. 


 


55. Please describe your assessment of that restoration, to include, but not be limited to 


your comments on the following? 


1) The reduction of the width of the roadway by depositing large stone from the 


original perimeter of the roadway to the top of the roadway. 


2) The high shoulders that resulted from this practice. 


3) The exaggerated water bars constructed between Poles 75 and 76. 


4) The impact of the restoration work on the Complainant's access to his property via 


motorized vehicle to include danger to the Complainant and the Complainant's 


property, real and personal. 


5) A comparison between the roadway and water bars on the Complainant's property 


and the roadway and water bars on the Wech property on the second powerline 


accessed via Wech's Linden Lane driveway in functionality, content and 


appearance. 


6) The evidence of erosion on the Complainant’s property. 


7) The evidence of erosion on Wech’s property. 


8) Re-vegetation on the Complainant’s property. 


9) Current vegetation on the Complainant’s property compared to pre-construction 


vegetation.   


 


ANSWER – Objection.  The burden for Complainant to view and inspect his 


property is the same or less than the burden of PPL Electric to inspect and report 


on the status of Complainant’s property.  By way of further response, PPL Electric 


continues to engage in re-vegetation efforts and denies any of the work performed 


has been outside of the rights set forth in the Right of Way Agreement. 


 


56. Did PPL construct water basins to lessen the impact of rain and storm water run-


off? Why not? 


 







ANSWER – PPL Electric’s construction work is as set forth in PPL – Hartman Bates 0001-


00065, as previously produced.  All work has been planned and completed in a manner to 


comply with State and County regulations. 


 


57. Identify the NPS, Appalachian Trail Conservancy and PPL attorneys, employees, 


agents, and contractors that agreed to remove the commercial stone from the Pole 73 and Pole 74 


access roadway and crane pads on NPS land adjacent to the Complainant's property, and the 


parties’ basis for such removal to include the impact or said removal on re-vegetation and 


antierosion efforts? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands.. 


 


58. Identify the NPS, Appalachian Trail Conservancy and PPL attorneys, employees, 


agents and contractors that agreed to restore the natural slope to the Pole 73 and Pole 74 access 


roadway and crane pads on NPS land adjacent to the Complainant's property, and the parties’ basis 


for their action to include the impact of said restoration on re-vegetation and anti-erosion efforts? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


59. What was the cost for PPL to remove the commercial stone from the Pole 73 and 


Pole 74 access roadway and crane pads on NPS lands adjacent to the Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric does not maintain records which would provide a response in 


the format requested. 


 


60. What was the cost and quantity of the trucked-in topsoil used to re-vegetate and 


restore the Pole 73 and Pole 74 access roadway and crane pads on NPS lands adjacent to the 


Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric does not maintain records which would provide a response in 


the format requested. 


 


61. What was the total cost to restore Pole 73 and pole 74 access roadway and crane 


pads on NPS lands adjacent to the Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – PPL Electric does not maintain records which would provide a response in 


the format requested. 


 







62. Does PPL have written restoration and re-vegetation standards and policies? If so, 


please summarize and furnish guiding principles to include the re-vegetation of native grasses, 


shrubs and bushes. 


 


ANSWER – See documents produced as PPL- Hartman Bates 0001-00065. 


 


63. Please compare and contrast the restoration efforts on NPS and the Complainant's 


property and its impact on re-vegetation and anti-erosion efforts on each property. 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


64. Were the restoration and re-vegetation efforts on NPS property consistent with PPL 


restoration standards? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


65. Were the restoration and re-vegetation efforts on the Complainant's property 


consistent with PPL restoration efforts on NPS property? If yes, how so? If no, how not? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


66. Were the restoration and re-vegetation efforts on the Complainant's property 


consistent with PPL restoration standards? If yes, how so? If no, how not? 


 ANSWER –Yes.  See documents previously provided at PPL-Hartman Bates 00001-


00065. 


 


67. How do you rationalize, explain, defend and reconcile the difference between the 


restoration efforts on NPS property and the complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – Objection.  PPL Electric objects to this interrogatory as overly broad and not 


likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as work performed on the 


Complainant’s land is not controlled by the work performed on NPS lands. 


 


68. Please provide the names, titles, telephone number and email address of each PPL 


employee, contractor or subcontractor with whom you discussed one, or more, of the following 


and their respective comments to each: 







1) PPL's intention to destroy vegetation and remove topsoil and mountain stone 


excavated from the Complainant's property outside of the perimeter of the access 


road and crane pads to construct the crane pads. 


2) PPL's rights under the ROW agreement to destroy vegetation and remove topsoil 


and mountain stone excavated from the Complainant's property outside of the 


perimeter of the access road and crane pads to construct the crane pads. 


3) PPL's intention to construct and maintain a permanent roadway on the 


Complainant’s property without first consulting or gaining authorization from the 


Complainant. 


4) PPL's refusal to remove commercial stone and re-vegetate the roadway on the 


Complainant's property. 


5) PPL's rights under the ROW agreement to construct and maintain a permanent 


roadway on the Complainant’s property without first consulting or gaining 


authorization from the Complainant. 


6) The existence of PPL ROW agreements that contain direct language that PPL has 


the right to construct and maintain a permanent roadway on the landowner's 


property. 


7) PPL's intention to construct the roadway between Poles 75 and 76 across the 


Complainant's property instead of wholly within Wech's property as depicted on 


PPL's E & S Plan filed with the DCCD. 


8) PPL's failure to follow the existing access route to Pole 75 when constructing the 


permanent roadway between Pole 76 and Pole 75. 


9) PPL's excavation and destruction of an existing logging road between the 


Complainant's and Wech's property on the northern perimeter of Crane Pad 76. 


10) PPL's destruction of a Norway Spruce tree outside of the ROW LOO in the vicinity 


of Pole 76 on the Complainant's property to include just compensation for that 


destruction. 


11) PPL's destruction of a mature oak tree outside of the ROW on the Complainant's 


property between Poles 75 and 76. 


12) PPL's removal of a large mountain boulder evident on Google earth photos in the 


shadow of the original Pole 76 that was situated outside of the original access route 


and PPL’s utilization of that boulder to build the Pole 76 Crane Pad. 


13) PPL's stated intention to the Complainant to return the boulder, and PPL's failure 


to do so. 


14) PPL's intention to reduce the diameter, circumference and area, in square feet, for 


the Pole 75 and Pole 76 crane pads post installation and during the restoration 


process. 


15) Whether PPL should truck-in topsoil to restore Complainant's property to promote 


and maintain re-vegetation. 


16) Whether or not PPL restored, or failed to restore, Complainant's property to its 


original condition post construction. 


 


ANSWER – See response to Interrogatory No. 1. 







 


69. What is the estimated cost to restore the Complainant's property to the condition as 


the NPS lands adjacent to the Complainant's property to include but not be limited to the removal 


of commercial stone, reduction in the size of the crane pads, return crane pad area and roadway to 


natural slope of mountain, and cover with topsoil and re-vegetate with native grasses, shrubs and 


bushes to include, but not be limited to, autumn olive, azaleas, blackberry, blueberry, and ferns? 


 


ANSWER – The information requested is not in the possession, custody and control of 


Answering Respondent.  


 


70. Did you witness Robin LNU, or any other PPL employee, agent or contractor, 


report to the Complainant, or anyone else, that the entire ROW between Poles 75 and 76 was 


situated on the Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – Answering Respondent is unaware of such communication.  


 


71. Have you seen the survey relied on by Robin LNU, or anyone else, to report that 


the entire ROW between Poles 75 and 76 was situated on the Complainant's property? 


 


ANSWER – No. 
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